Welshpool U3A Local History Group
On the 1st July 1968 there was a devastating flood in the Welshpool
area, one person was killed having been 'washed away' when the
end of his garden collapsed into the Lledan Brook in the vicinity of
Raven Square. He was later found close to Pentrefelin Terrace
(close to Boys & Boden) the storm over Welshpool was part of a
much larger Storm which persisted over the country for
approximately one day. Below is an extract of the storm details, it
can be seen that Cardiff reported 3 inch diameter hailstones. To my
recollection we did not have hailstones in Welshpool but the
duration of the rain was close to 45 minutes. While I can find no
record of the 'depth' of rain it would have been about two to three
inches in that short duration.

Weather map at 18:00 on 1 July
1968
Type
Dust fall thunderstorms
Formed
1 July 1968
Duration
28 hours
Dissipated
2 July 1968
75 millimetres (3.0 in)
Largest hail
Cardiff
Damage
Widespread
Casualties
4
South West England, Welsh Marches,
Areas affected
Northern England
From that day I have a small collection of photographs which will

form the centrepiece of this recollection. Unfortunately in those days
of film only cameras I could only take 'what was left in the camera'
11 photographs: today with digital cameras it would have been
possible to document much more.
The 1 st. July 1968 was a Monday, market day in Welshpool, I was
18 years old at the time. As I recall the rain came mid morning I was
in 9 Hall Street in 'Bonds' an Electrical TV and Radio / Record shop
at the time; it is now a café.
Once the rain had ceased I went to my nearby home – by the way I
still live in the same house today – to get the camera I shared with
my father. As I recall it was a Voigtlander 35mm rangefinder
camera.
On the next page is a photograph taken at the bottom of Hall Street,
location at approximately No. 7 on the map below. The two People
in the photograph are Alan Ballard (Alan has the cigarette), the
owner of the Garage and Derek Evans, who owned the butchers
shop at No. 8 Hall Street. The van – a Morris Minor was Derek’s
delivery van. In those days even small shops had a delivery service
to their many customers in the villages and hotels. The garage
looks very much the same today, and is still owned by the Ballard
family but the work is undertaken at their ‘newer. Premises further
along Brook Street. Just to he left of the picture are the roadside
petrol pumps, it was still common then to dispense petrol at the
roadside. The pumps can still be seen today although, of course,
they are no longer in use.

The photograph below as taken from the bottom of Hall Street
(about position 8 on the map) looking directly up to Broad Street at
this time Hall Street was straight whereas today there is a build out
at the bottom where it now joins Seven Stars Road. Needless to
say I was standing in the water to take this and many of the other
photographs. It was about 12 to 18 inches deep and flowing quite
fast. To the right of the photograph is the MANWEB electricity shop
at No.2 Hall Street, by the one way sign is the building used to
distribute Sunday newspapers. You will note two public houses at
the bottom of the street to the left; the Cross Foxes, which is now
flats and just higher up The Crown. Note the speed of the water
flow by looking at the young boy standing facing the camera, his
legs have disturbed the flow and you can see the turbulence
generated.

This photograph is also taken from the bottom of Hall Street looking
up Brook Street. Note the flow of water and the person standing in
the road wearing the yellow coat; this is one of the council workers
standing by a manhole. The force of water had blown the cover off
and he was warning people to keep clear less they fall into the
manhole – it would certainly not end well! There was another
person higher up the road undertaking a similar task at another
manhole. The car to the right – a Simca, registration GNT 386D
was owned by Tom Lewis, Tom worked at Criggion Radio Station.
Criggion Radio station was a Post Office owned facility and had two
functions -: teleprinter traffic to South America and the supposedly
very secret task of communication with nuclear submarines. This is
where the UK prime minister’s orders to launch a nuclear attack
would have been sent from if the main transmitter at Rugby was
disabled, fortunately that never happened. The building to the left is
‘Ben the Blacksmiths’ workshop and living accommodation. The
buildings further up Brook Street were demolished in later years
and is now the site of the library – which is also now to see a
change to council offices. Many people regret the passing of the
buildings known as Lledan Crescent – I always used to tell them if
they were so good why don’t you live in them?

A view now looking towards the junction with Church Bank. This is
later in the day, the Morris van has now been moved and Alan
Ballard is casually chatting to someone. By now some external
assistance has arrived – note the presence of a green fire engine of
the Auxiliary Fire Service, known to many as green goddesses,
although officially they had the less romantic name of the Bedford
RLHZ Self Propelled Pump. They were sold off in 2004 so they
lasted many years being built in 1953 to 1956. they never did many
miles as they spent most of their lives stored in reserve. Once there
were over 900 of these vehicles, many were sold to countries in
Africa The buildings to the right were demolished to make way for
road improvements and is now in fact the road which joins Church
Street.

Looking towards he bottom of Hall Street. The local fire service was
now assisting by pumping out the houses in Nelson Place (to the
left of the picture) I believe the fire engine in the picture was later
sold to Charles Thacker, who was a volunteer fireman for many
years. Charles was always amused by the number plate as it had
the letters FEU – French for FIRE!
The pick up vehicle SCA 727, an Austin I believe, belonged to Ben
the Blacksmith. Some of the buildings are still there – the ex Cross
Foxes pub at the bottom of Hall street – now flats. The building
behind the Cross Foxes is a hairdresser and was formerly the NFU
insurance office. The house to the left also remains and still floods
on occasions.

Looking from Hall Street towards Nelson Place. Nelson Place being
lower than Brook street was, of course, extensively flooded. Later in
the afternoon the lower part of the town hall was opened as an
emergency centre for those residents who had been ‘flooded out’ I
recall that some spent the night there and that the then GPO (no BT
at that time!) placed a telephone in the town hall so those affected
could contact relatives and other services.

This is at approximately location 6 on the map. The person standing
in the picture is by the Llanfair Railway line which passed between
the houses at this point. Flats close to Puzzle Square stand on this
location today.

Nelson Place. Ivor Morris (on the right) cleaning up the house
where his mother lived. Ivor worked at Bonds in Hall street installing
and repairing radios and televisions, undertaking domestic wiring
and also ran a public address hire service. Ivor is still alive and lives
in Welshpool.

The bottom of Stanley Street looking up from Brook Street. The
houses were demolished many years ago but the ‘stub’ of Stanley
Street remains at the very top of the picture. The house on the
immediate right of he picture was occupied by the Simister family.
Mr Simister worked for the Railway at Welshpool Station – as I
Recall in the goods department.

Further up Brook Street. The building on the right of the photograph
is where the bottom of Sainsbury’s Supermarket is today. Water
was flowing down the road for some hours as the run-off from the
Golfa Bank was substantial.
There were manhole covers missing for most of the length of Brook
Street so it was best to look very carefully, the better option was to
walk or I should say paddle on the side of the road.

The last photograph is the traffic island at the ‘top of town’ – the
junction of the Llanfair and Llanfyllin roads. You can see that the
force of the water has undermined the road surface and ripped up
the surface. This is towards the evening of the day. The police
officer is Inspector Jones. I recall that when he retired he undertook
a role in private security but was unfortunately killed in a road
collision.

These photographs have never been published so provide a view of
the floods never seen before. They were ‘lent’ to the county council
to assist them in establishing levels of water for future flood and
road planning.

Vincent Howells
May 2020.

Then and Now
For those of you not so familiar with Welshpool I though it would be
useful to have a few modern views to compare against the original
flood photos so below you will find just a few comparisons.

Bottom of Stanley
Street

Most of Stanley Street is now a car park but you can see the very
top of the street with the passage to the High Street all that
remains, Severn Stars road now cuts across the former route of
Stanley Street. If you look at a map of Welshpool you may notice
that Severn Stars road is in direct line to Bowling Green lane; the
original purpose was for this to carry through to the now Jehu Road

and form a cross road junction, however I was told that when the
supermarket, now Sainsbury’s but when built Kwik Save, was build
in the wrong place. Apparently some confusion occurred as some
plans were in imperial and some were metric so this coupled with
the people who at that time were used only to working in imperial
measurement resulting in the error and it was too late to change
things once the error was discovered.

Hall Street from Brook Street / Union Street

Hall Street from Brook Street / Union Street today.

Nelson Place from Hall Street

The current view of Nelson Place

Looking towards St. Mary’s Church and Church Bank. Ballard’s old
garage on the left.

The view today from Google street view.

Looking towards the junction with Hall Street.

The 2020 view of the Junction. Hall Street does not now join with
Brook Street / Union Street but the junction is now with Severn
Stars Road, Hall Street now joins with Severn Stars.

I hope you found my recollections of that day interesting. I am
happy to answer any questions so please feel to ask at any time.

Vincent Howells

January 2021

